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Group PartNo Part Description Price Ex.Vat Price Inc.Vat

Air Filter Foam Universal

R01SB0117 S2 boost tube performance cone filter & carbon cowl ring £99.00 £116.33

Canards

R01SB0212 Exige S2 front canards, pair (LH & RH) £239.00 £280.83

Centre Tunnels

R01SU0224 Elise S2, LHd, 5  speed, centre tunnel for rover k series engine, carbon £299.95 £352.44

R01SU0219 Elise S2, RHd, 5  speed, centre tunnel for rover k series engine, carbon £299.95 £352.44

R01SU0223 Elise/Exige S2, LHd, 6 speed,  centre tunnel for 111r toyota engine , carbon £299.95 £352.44

R01SU0221 Elise/Exige S2, rear electrical cover piece for centre tunnel for 111r toyota engine , carbon £189.00 £222.08

R01SU0220 Elise/Exige S2, RHd, 6 speed,  centre tunnel for 111r toyota engine , carbon £299.95 £352.44

Door Cards / Panels

R01SU0214 S2 Exige / Elise carbon fibre door cards including handles (pair) £379.95 £446.44

Engine Covers / Heat Shields

R01SE0295 Rover k-series (current) carbon cam cover (Elise 111s version) £289.00 £339.58

R01SE0135 Rover k-series (current) carbon cam cover (not Elise 111s) £279.00 £327.83

R01SE0283 Toyota vvti injection cover, carbon (Elise S2 / Exige S2 111r, celica) not 2-eleven or supercharged Elise / Exige £169.00 £198.58

R01SE0441 Toyota vvti injection cover, carbon modified for lotus supercharged models 2-eleven, Elise sc, Exige s, 240r, 240 cup, 255 £179.00 £210.33

R01SE0284 Toyota vvti spark plug cover, carbon (Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r, 2-eleven, celica) £179.00 £210.33

Footwell Dividers

R01SB0350 Elise S2 2010 onwards 111r centre forward divider, c/fibre (polished) £159.00 £186.83

R01SU0143 Elise/Exige/340R, LHd centre forward divider, carbon £189.00 £222.08

R01SU0141 Elise/Exige/340R, RHd centre forward divider, carbon £189.00 £222.08

Front Splitters

R01SB0115 Carbon splitter plates (for Elise S2 front spoiler) £99.00 £116.33

Front Spoilers

R01SB0125 Elise S2 front spoiler with integrated splitter plates, carbon £649.00 £762.58

R01SB0101 Elise S2 front spoiler, non-splitter plate version, carbon £599.00 £703.83

Gearknobs Carbon for Elise S2/111R/Exige S2/211

R01SU0136 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven with round shaft) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0138 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven with round shaft) £92.95 £109.22

R01SU0144 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r with round shaft) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0146 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r with round shaft) £92.95 £109.22

R01SU0199 Carbon fibre gearknob (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven toyota engined late cars 09-)£106.45 £125.08

R01SU0200 Carbon fibre gearknob (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven toyota engined late cars 09-)£92.95 £109.22
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R01SU0200 Carbon fibre gearknob (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven toyota engined late cars 09-)£92.95 £109.22

R01SU0196 Carbon fibre gearknob (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota engined late cars 09-) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0197 Carbon fibre gearknob (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota engined late cars 09-) £92.95 £109.22

R01SU0084 Carbon fibre gearknob (m8 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £92.95 £109.22

R01SU0104 Carbon fibre gearknob (m8 lift-reverse, brass insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £92.95 £109.22

Gearknobs Texalium for Elise S2/111R/Exige S2/211

R01SU0137 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert, tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven with round shaft)£112.84 £132.59

R01SU0139 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, alloy insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r/2-eleven with round shaft)£97.95 £115.09

R01SU0145 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert, tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r with round shaft)£112.84 £132.59

R01SU0147 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r with round shaft) £97.95 £115.09

R01SU0195 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert, tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota engined late cars 09-)£112.84 £132.59

R01SU0198 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m12-1.5 lift-reverse, brass insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota engined late cars 09-)£97.95 £115.09

R01SU0085 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m8 lift-reverse, alloy insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £97.95 £115.09

R01SU0105 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m8 lift-reverse, brass insert, unfilled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £97.95 £115.09

Gearknobs, Carbon Lift Reverse

R01SU0122 Carbon fibre gearknob (m8 lift-reverse, alloy insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0124 Carbon fibre gearknob (m8 lift-reverse, brass insert,  tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £106.45 £125.08

Gearknobs, Carbon Non-lift Reverse

R01SU0128 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, tungsten filled) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0126 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, un-filled) £89.99 £105.74

R01SU0134 Carbon gearknob light bulb style (std tufnol, tungsten filled) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0034 Carbon gearknob lihght bulb style (std tufnol, un-filled) £89.99 £105.74

Gearknobs, Texalium Lift Reverse

R01SU0123 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m8 lift-reverse, alloy insert, tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £112.84 £132.59

R01SU0125 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m8 lift-reverse, brass insert, tungsten filled, for Elise/Exige S2 111r with hex shaft) £112.84 £132.59

Gearknobs, Texalium Non-lift Reverse

R01SU0129 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, tungsten filled) £112.84 £132.59

R01SU0127 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, un-filled) £97.95 £115.09

R01SU0135 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (std tufnol, tungsten filled) £112.84 £132.59

R01SU0089 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (std tufnol, un-filled) £97.95 £115.09

Induction Lotus

R01SE0206 Daytona 230 cx Elise S2 carbon remote filter universal kit (inc air filter, stepped inlet cap, alloy trumpet, 100mm ducting, 76mm silicone connector, brackets, clips)£389.00 £457.08

R01SE0273 Daytona 230a Elise S2 remote filter kit (alloy case/alloy adaptor) £249.00 £292.58

R01SE0276 Daytona 230a, non ducted Elise / Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota 2zz ge / 2-eleven, remote filter kit (alloy case) £279.00 £327.83

R01SE0275 Daytona 230c Elise S2 remote filter kit (carbon case/alloy adaptor) £309.00 £363.08

R01SE0277 Daytona 230c, non ducted Elise / Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota 2zz ge / 2-eleven, remote filter kit (carbon case) £339.74 £399.19

R01SE0278 Daytona 230cx, ducted Elise / Exige S2 111r & 240r toyota 2zz ge, remote filter kit (carbon case/carbon adaptor) £399.00 £468.83

Lotus Scoops

R01SB6064 Elise / Exige S2  front clam abs black motionsport brake duct. 45mm exit. (pair) £89.99 £105.74

R01SB0036 Elise S2 boost tube assy, carbon (for vehicles with air box/throttle bodies) £1129.00 £1326.58

R01SE0294 Elise/Exige S2 111s &111r, LH side scoop intake, carbon £199.00 £233.83

R01SB6066 Exige / Elise S2 indicator brake / cabin cooling ducts £89.99 £105.74

R01SB6065 Lotus Elise / 340R/ Exige S1 / S2 / 2-eleven abs front top wishbone motionsport disc bell air canal ducts (pair) £109.00 £128.08

R01SE0296 S2 Elise/111s/111r carbon side scoops (pair) £359.00 £421.83
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Rear Diffusers For Lotus

R01SB0253 340R/2-eleven, long 270/630/270 three element rear diffuser (for wider mid floors only, no fixing holes) £829.00 £974.08

R01SB0110 Elise S2 (std) / 2-eleven carbon rear diffuser (five element) £699.00 £821.33

R01SB0109 Elise S2 (std) / 2-eleven carbon rear diffuser (three element) £599.00 £703.83

R01SB0040 Elise S2 / 2-eleven carbon rear diffuser single element £429.00 £504.08

R01SB0319 Elise S2 111r / Exige S2 111r & 240r rear diffuser, three element (stage 2 exhaust version, 7 fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0318 Elise S2 111r / Exige S2 111r & 240r rear diffuser, three element (std exhaust version, 7 fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0039 Elise S2 111s rear c/fibre diffuser, no exhaust hole! (3 c/tunnel rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0254 Elise S2 111s, rear diffuser, carbon (3 rear fixing holes) **no heatshield on upper side caution exhaust heat at buyers risk, to be used with diffuser eliminator kits and adequate exhaust clearance only**£639.00 £750.83

R01SB0216 Elise S2 111s, rear diffuser, carbon (5 rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0251 Elise S2/Exige S2, long 270/630/270 three element rear diffuser (for wider mid floors only, 3 fixing holes) £829.00 £974.08

R01SB0252 Elise S2/Exige S2, long 270/630/270 three element rear diffuser (for wider mid floors only, 5 fixing holes) £829.00 £974.08

R01SB0112 Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r, rear diffuser, carbon (for stage 2 exhaust, 3 rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0218 Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r, rear diffuser, carbon (for stage 2 exhaust, 5 rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0092 Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r, rear diffuser, carbon (for std exhaust, 3 rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0217 Elise/Exige S2 111r & 240r, rear diffuser, carbon (for std exhaust, 5 rear fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

R01SB0320 Exige S2 220s rear diffuser, three element (7 fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

Rear Diffusers Universal 

R01SB0317 Elise S2 111s rear diffuser, three element (no exhaust hole, 7 fixing holes) £639.00 £750.83

Seats, Brushed Nylon Cushion Kits

R01SI6043 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, brushed nylon, black (mc05) £99.00 £116.33

Seats, Carbon Leather Cushion Kits

R01SI6024 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, carbon leather, black £179.00 £210.33

Seats, Dinamica Cushion Kits

R01SI6045 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, Black (9059) £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045G Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, grey £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045R Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, red (9051) £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045RB Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, royal blue (8426) £129.00 £151.58

Seats, FIA Spacer Fabric Cushion Kits

R01SI6135 Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats (black revsp001) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135BE Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats (blue revsp002) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135R Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats red (revsp003) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135G Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats,  grey (revsp004) £93.00 £109.28

Seats, Mulsanne B Lotus Subframe Kits

R01SI0087 Mulsanne b seat subframe nylon spacer kit, RHd+LHd £24.99 £29.36

R01SI0086 Mulsanne b, LHd passenger subframe, Elise/Exige/2-eleven/VX220 (for use with harness bars) £116.95 £137.42

R01SI0083 Mulsanne b, lotus LHd drivers subframe conversion kit (allows harness belts). For Elise/Exige S1/S2/111r, 2 eleven, VX220. £65.95 £77.49

R01SI0081 Mulsanne b, lotus RHd drivers subframe conversion kit (allows harness belts). For Elise/Exige S1/S2/111r, 2 eleven, VX220. £65.95 £77.49

R01SI0085 Mulsanne b, RHd passenger subframe, Elise/Exige/2-eleven/VX220 (for use with harness bars) £116.95 £137.42

Seats, Mulsanne C, XC, XRC Lotus Subframe KitsSeats, Mulsanne C, XC, XRC Lotus Subframe Kits

R01SI0089 Mulsanne C Passenger SubFrame Nylon Spacer Kit £34.99 £41.11

R01SI0064 Mulsanne c, xc, xrc Elise/2-eleven/VX220 LHd passenger subframe (for use with harness bars) £106.95 £125.67

R01SI0063 Mulsanne c, xc, xrc Elise/2-eleven/VX220 RHd passenger subframe (for use with harness bars) £106.95 £125.67

R01SI0053 Mulsanne c, xc, xrc lotus LHd drivers subframe conversion kit (allows harness belts). For Elise+Exige S1/S2/111r, 2 eleven, VX220. £55.95 £65.74

R01SI0039 Mulsanne c, xc, xrc lotus RHd drivers subframe conversion kit (allows harness belts). For Elise+Exige S1/S2/111r, 2 eleven, VX220. £55.95 £65.74

Seats, Universal

R01SI0017 Mulsanne b single skin seat (carbon/grp) £599.00 £703.83

R01SI0001 Mulsanne c twin skin seat (carbon fibre) £899.00 £1056.33

R01SI0047 X c twin skin seat, narrow version (carbon fibre) £969.00 £1138.58

R01SI0036 Xr c twin skin seat, narrow version (carbon fibre) £1199.00 £1408.83

Side Sills

R01SB0249 Elise S2/Exige S2, horizontal sill extensions, LH & RHpair (fits std clamshell with std arches) £479.00 £562.83

R01SB0250 Elise S2/Exige S2, horizontal sill extensions, LH & RHpair wide front (for use with reverie front wheel arches) £479.00 £562.83

Special Offer Steering Wheels

R01SH0196 Eclipse 315 steering wheel Suede trimmed, momo/omp/sparco 6 on 70mm 12 oclock drilled centre £609.00 £715.58

Steering Wheel Accessories

R01SH6000 Momo/sparco boss kit, budget long version (for Elise/340R/Exige without snap-off boss) £39.99 £46.99

R01SH6028 Momo/sparco collapsible boss kit, long version (for  Elise/Exige S2 with airbag wheel boss) £79.99 £93.99

R01SH6018 Momo/sparco collapsible boss kit, long version (for Elise/340R/Exige without snap-off boss) £75.19 £88.35

R01SH6027 Momo/sparco collapsible boss kit, short version (for  Elise/Exige S2 with airbag wheel boss) £79.99 £93.99

Steering Wheels, Trimmed, Momo / Sparco  / OMP

R01SH0037 Rally 330 carbon steering wheel momo/sparco/omp drilling suede trimmed £529.00 £621.58

R01SH0159 Rally 330 carbon steering wheel to take farringdon dash, momo/sparco/omp drilling suede trimmed £609.00 £715.58

Steering Wheels, Untrimmed Momo / Sparco / OMP

R01SH0001 Eclipse 315 steering wheel, momo/omp/sparco 6 on 70mm 12 oclock drilled centre £499.00 £586.33

Tailgates

R01SB0329 Exige S2 220s/240r/250/255 carbon fibre tailgate with intercooler louvre exit, incs louvres and internal boot cover. £1799.00 £2113.83

Underfloor Parts Lotus

R01SB0247 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 / 340R (k-series), wider width rear floor section (with 2 naca ducts) £479.00 £562.83

R01SB0322 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 / 340R (k-series), wider width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 2 naca ducts). Please advise if you want no naca ducts if running engine/gearbox coolers etc.£699.00 £821.33

R01SB0177 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 /340R (k-series), std width rear floor section (with 2 naca ducts) £479.00 £562.83

R01SB0323 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 /340R (k-series), std width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 2 naca ducts).£699.00 £821.33

R01SB0325 Elise/Exige S2 111r / 2-eleven or europa std width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 3 naca ducts).£699.00 £821.33

R01SB0324 Elise/Exige S2 111r / 2-eleven or europa wider width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 3 naca ducts).£699.00 £821.33

R01SB0248 Elise/Exige S2 111r, 240r & 220s/2-eleven (toyota), lotus europa (vauxhall) wider width rear floor section (with 3 naca ducts) £599.00 £703.83

R01SB0180 Elise/Exige S2 111r, 240r, 220s/2-eleven (toyota), lotus europa (vauxhal) std width rear floor section (with 3 naca ducts) £599.00 £703.83

R01SB0384 Exige 2010 260 cup car, extra wide mid floor with alloy honey comb and two naca ducts £799.00 £938.83

Wheel Accessories Wheel Spacers

R01SB6026 Elise S2/Exige S2, 30mm wheel spacers, 4*100mm pcd (pair, for use with wheel arch kits) £169.00 £198.58

R01SB6025 Elise S2/Exige S2, 40mm wheel spacers, 4*100mm pcd (pair, for use with wheel arch kits) £169.00 £198.58

R01SB6042 Elise S2/Exige S2, 50mm wheel spacers, 4*100mm pcd (pair, for use with +60mm rear wheel arch kit) £199.00 £233.83
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Wheel Arch Kits

R01SB0303 Elise S2 full wheel arch kit (front & rear), grp-unpainted (with external flanges) please specify +40mm or +55mm rear arches £1549.00 £1820.08

R01SB0300 Elise S2 full wheel arch kit (front & rear), grp-unpainted (with hidden internal flanges) please specify +40mm or +55mm rear arches £1549.00 £1820.08

R01SB0304 Elise S2 wheel arch kit (front only), grp-unpainted (with external flanges) +40mm £899.00 £1056.33

R01SB0301 Elise S2 wheel arch kit (front only), grp-unpainted (with hidden internal flanges) £899.00 £1056.33

R01SB0305 Elise S2 wheel arch kit (rear only), grp-unpainted (with external flanges) please specify +40mm or +55mm rear arches £799.00 £938.83

R01SB0302 Elise S2 wheel arch kit (rear only), grp-unpainted (with hidden internal flanges) please specify +40mm or +55mm rear arches £799.00 £938.83

R01SB0185 Elise/Exige S2 front wheel arch kit 40mm, grp-unpainted (with external flanges) £899.00 £1056.33

Wheel arch Louvres

R01SB0241 Pair of Elise/Exige S2 front arch positive louvre panels £359.00 £421.83

R01SB0242 Pair of Elise/Exige/noble/universal S2 rear arch positive louvre panels £359.00 £421.83

Wings, Lotus Fitment, Rear

R01SB6039 Elise / Exige S2 12mm wide cast alloy high level wing support mount, satin black powered coated £119.00 £139.83

R01SB0269 Elise / Exige S2 boot mounted adjustable 300mm chord straight wing assembly (may restrict boot access) £1529.00 £1796.58

R01SB0095 Elise S2 rear wing assy, carbon (adjustable version, with supports) £995.00 £1169.13

R01SB0119 Elise S2 rear wing assy, carbon (fixed clamshell version) £995.00 £1169.13

R01SB0160 Elise/Exige S2 motorsport curved rear wing, 225mm chord, carbon, adjustable clam Fmounted 1650mm wide. £1499.00 £1761.33

R01SB0215 Elise/Exige S2 motorsport rear curved wing, 150mm chord, carbon, adjustable clam mounted £999.00 £1173.83

R01SB0386 S2 Exige/ Elise styled drop endplate motorsport rear wing kit, 225mm chord (curved), carbon, adjustable clam mounted. 1240mm plus drop end plates£1599.00 £1878.83


